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Abstract

This paper addresses the tradeoff between standard ac-
curacy on clean examples and robustness against adversar-
ial examples in deep neural networks (DNNs). Although
adversarial training (AT) improves robustness, it degrades
the standard accuracy, thus yielding the tradeoff. To mit-
igate this tradeoff, we propose a novel AT method called
ARREST, which comprises three components: (i) adversar-
ial finetuning (AFT), (ii) representation-guided knowledge
distillation (RGKD), and (iii) noisy replay (NR). AFT trains
a DNN on adversarial examples by initializing its parame-
ters with a DNN that is standardly pretrained on clean ex-
amples. RGKD and NR respectively entail a regularization
term and an algorithm to preserve latent representations of
clean examples during AFT. RGKD penalizes the distance
between the representations of the standardly pretrained
and AFT DNNs. NR switches input adversarial examples
to nonadversarial ones when the representation changes
significantly during AFT. By combining these components,
ARREST achieves both high standard accuracy and robust-
ness. Experimental results demonstrate that ARREST mit-
igates the tradeoff more effectively than previous AT-based
methods do.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have demonstrated im-

pressive performance for various computer vision tasks [18,

28, 32, 45, 51, 55]. However, standardly trained DNNs can

easily be deceived by adversarial examples [15,56], causing

incorrect predictions. Such adversarial examples are images

with maliciously designed, human-imperceptible perturba-

tions to deceive a DNN. As DNNs penetrate almost every

corner of our daily life (e.g., autonomous driving), defense
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Figure 1. Relationship between the standard and AutoAttack ac-

curacies of various existing methods (see Appendix A) and our

proposed method (ARREST) on CIFAR-10. * indicates a result

obtained with WideResNet-28-10 [66]; the other results were ob-

tained with WideResNet-34-10. We also evaluated our method by

integrating it with the state-of-the-art AWP method [63], as de-

noted by orange points. The red dashed line is an approximated

curve of the accuracy-robustness tradeoff.

techniques against adversarial examples are becoming in-

creasingly important.

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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The many defense techniques include feature squeez-

ing [65], input denoising [17,49], adversarial detection [30,

33], gradient regularization [41], and adversarial train-

ing [15, 37]. Among these, adversarial training (AT) has

attracted much attention as a promising defense method. AT

attempts to build a robust DNN through training on adver-

sarial examples that are generated online to maximally de-

ceive the on-training DNN [37]. Since AT’s effectiveness

was demonstrated by Mądry et al., a remarkable number of

improvements have been proposed [5, 8, 12, 23, 24, 26, 29,

31, 34, 40, 52, 58, 59, 61–63, 68–72].

Although AT is the de facto standard method to build

DNNs that are robust against adversarial examples, it

has the disadvantage of degrading the classification ac-

curacy on clean examples (i.e., the standard accuracy).

This implies a tradeoff between the adversarial robustness

and standard accuracy [20, 57], which we refer to as the

accuracy-robustness tradeoff. Figure 1 shows the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff on CIFAR-10 [27] for various exist-

ing methods evaluated by AutoAttack [11]. One partic-

ular state-of-the-art method, AWP [63], achieves high ro-

bustness, but its standard accuracy is 85.57 %, which is de-

graded from 95.37 % with a standardly trained DNN. This

tradeoff limits the practical applications of AT, as many

real-world DNN applications require high standard accu-

racy and cannot afford much degradation.

Several studies [12, 52, 70, 71] have attempted to miti-

gate the tradeoff; however, the standard accuracy is still de-

graded from the original accuracy of a standardly trained

DNN. One possible reason for this degradation is the dis-

tribution mismatch [54, 64], which indicates that clean and

adversarial examples have different underlying distribu-

tions [54, 64]. This mismatch suggests that if we train a

robust DNN from scratch, like in the above studies, the la-

tent representation will significantly diverge from that of a

standardly trained DNN on clean examples (see Table 3).

Hence, there is room for improvement in terms of obtaining

suitable latent representations of both clean and adversarial

examples.

In this paper, we propose a novel method to mitigate

the accuracy-robustness tradeoff in AT, called AdversaR-

ial finetuning with REpresentation conSTraint (ARREST).

The idea behind our method is to obtain suitable represen-

tations of adversarial examples while preserving suitable

representations of clean examples from standardly trained

DNNs. To this end, ARREST comprises three key compo-

nents: (i) adversarial finetuning (AFT), (ii) representation-
guided knowledge distillation (RGKD), and (iii) noisy re-
play (NR). ARREST uses a two-step training process for

robust DNNs, with standard pretraining of DNNs on clean

examples followed by finetuning on adversarial examples

to increase robustness. We especially refer to the sec-

ond step as AFT. AFT encourages a DNN to obtain suit-

able representations of both clean and adversarial exam-

ples through finetuning with a standardly pretrained DNN,

in contrast to previous studies that trained the DNN from

scratch [12, 52, 70, 71]. We also propose RGKD and NR

to preserve representations of clean examples from the pre-

trained DNN by alleviating the distribution mismatch is-

sue [54, 64] during AFT. Inspired by knowledge distilla-

tion [19, 48], RGKD penalizes the distance between the

on-training DNN’s representation and that of the pretrained

DNN. While RGKD modifies the objective function of

training, NR modifies the perturbation of inputs in AFT.

When the on-training DNN’s representation of a certain

clean example significantly diverges from that of the pre-

trained DNN, NR switches the input from an adversarial

example to a noisy one, which is a clean example with

added uniform random noise. NR thus serves to “remind”

the DNN of the standard pretraining and encourage repre-

sentations of clean examples to be close to the pretrained

DNN’s original representations.

We experimentally demonstrate that ARREST achieves

an impressive performance. For example, Fig. 1 shows

its qualitative effectiveness in mitigating the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff, as the results for ARREST are clus-

tered on the upper-right side. Furthermore, we quantita-

tively evaluate the degree of tradeoff mitigation with a new

metric inspired by the BD-Rate [3, 53] utilized in the field

of video compression research. Specifically, our metric cal-

culates the distance from the tradeoff by approximating a

curve to represent it (red dashed line in Fig. 1). In terms

of this metric, ARREST achieves a state-of-the-art perfor-

mance, thus confirming both its qualitative and quantitative

effectiveness.

Our main contributions are threefold:

1. We propose a novel adversarial training method, AR-

REST, to mitigate the accuracy-robustness tradeoff.

ARREST comprises three components that work com-

plementarily to obtain suitable representations of both

clean and adversarial examples.

2. We conduct a wide range of experiments to demon-

strate ARREST’s effectiveness. Overall, the exper-

imental results provide insights into the strengths of

ARREST and the properties of its components.

3. We propose a novel quantitative evaluation metric in-

spired by the BD-Rate, and we show that ARREST

achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of this

metric.

2. Related Work

Adversarial Attacks. Because of the documented vulner-

ability of DNNs [56], many works have proposed novel
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adversarial attack techniques [6, 15, 37, 38]. For exam-

ple, Mądry et al. [37] proposed a projected gradient de-

scent (PGD) method, which is a multistep version of the

fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [15]. Recently, Croce

and Hein [11] proposed two improved versions of the PGD

attack, namely APGD-CE and APGD-DLR, which do not

require selecting a step size or alternating a loss func-

tion, unlike the original PGD. Then, they combined those

two methods with two other complementary adversarial at-

tacks (FAB [10] and Square [1]) to evaluate robustness

through an approach called AutoAttack. Recent studies

have widely used AutoAttack to evaluate robustness, be-

cause it provides more reliable evaluation than the tradi-

tional PGD-based evaluation. Croce and Hein also applied

AutoAttack on tens of previous AT-based methods and pro-

vided a comprehensive leaderboard [9]. In this paper, we

mainly apply AutoAttack to evaluate the adversarial robust-

ness, given that it is common and reliable.

Adversarial Training. Many defense methods have been

proposed to improve model robustness against adversarial

attacks. Among them, adversarial training (AT) [15,37] has

attracted much attention. AT attempts to build robust DNNs

through training with online-generated adversarial exam-

ples that try to maximally deceive the on-training DNN.

Goodfellow et al. [14] used FGSM to generate the adver-

sarial examples; more recently, Mądry et al. [37] used the

PGD method. Because of its high robustness, AT with the

PGD method is currently the de facto standard method to

build robust DNNs against adversarial examples.

Mitigation of Accuracy-Robustness Tradeoff. Several

studies have attempted to mitigate the accuracy-robustness

tradeoff. Zhang et al. [70] proposed a defense method

called TRADES, which adjusts the tradeoff with a hyper-

parameter. TRADES is based on adversarial logit pair-

ing (ALP) [25], which increases robustness by encourag-

ing the outputs from clean examples and adversarial exam-

ples to be similar to each other. Cui et al. [12] proposed a

method that guides a DNN’s output to be the same as that

of a standardly trained DNN, and they demonstrated that

this method mitigates the tradeoff more than TRADES or

ALP. Zhang et al. [71] and Sitawarin et al. [52] attempted

to mitigate the tradeoff by using a curriculum learning strat-

egy [2]. Although these are important methods that address

the accuracy-robustness tradeoff in AT, they still degrade

the standard accuracy from the original accuracy of a stan-

dardly trained DNN. We argue that this degradation is due to

the distribution mismatch. In ARREST, we use three com-

plementary components to address this issue. As another

methodology to address the distribution mismatch, Xie et
al. [64] proposed using different batch normalization lay-

ers [21] for clean and adversarial examples. However, their

approach requires knowing at test time whether an input ex-

ample is clean or adversarial, which may not be practical.

In another line of research, a methodology has been pro-

posed to mitigate the accuracy-robustness tradeoff by using

additional real or synthetic examples for training [16, 42,

43]. In general, AT requires more training data to generalize

a DNN than standard training does [50], and DNNs often

suffer from overfitting during AT [46]. This methodology

can alleviate the overfitting and thus mitigate the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff. However, the use of additional exam-

ples often leads to prohibitive increases in the training time

cost. Thus, we focus primarily on methods that do not re-

quire additional examples. Note that we will also demon-

strate that using the additional examples in [43] can provide

benefits for ARREST (see Table 5).

Adversarial Finetuning. AFT has been used in several re-

cent studies [22, 39]. Unlike ARREST, however, the aim of

those studies was not mitigation of the accuracy-robustness

tradeoff. Jeddi et al. [22] used AFT to make AT faster by re-

ducing the number of training epochs. Moosavi-Dezfooli et
al. [39] analyzed the effect of AT by comparing a DNN’s de-

cision boundary before and after AFT was applied. In con-

trast, ARREST aims to apply AFT to mitigate the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff by incorporating RGKD and NR.

3. Preliminaries
We first describe the conventional AT method [37]. In

general, AT directly incorporates adversarial examples into

the training process to solve the following min-max prob-

lem:

min
θr

E
(x,y)∼D

[
max

||δ||p≤ε
LCE(f(x+ δ; θr), y)

]
. (1)

Here, θr represents the parameters of the DNN f(·), and

LCE(·) is the cross-entropy loss, which is commonly used

for classification tasks. x and y are a clean training example

and its ground-truth label, respectively, which are sampled

from an underlying data distribution D. In AT, the cross-

entropy loss is calculated with an adversarial example, x+
δ. The Lp-norm of δ, ||δ||p, is bounded by a perturbation

budget ε. As the inner maximization problem in Eq. (1)

cannot be solved in closed form, the PGD method [37] is

commonly used to solve it heuristically.

In the conventional AT method [37], a robust DNN is

trained from scratch, i.e., the parameters θr of f(·) are ran-

domly initialized. This training style has been followed by

almost all AT improvements [5,8,12,23,24,26,31,34,40,52,

58, 59, 61–63, 68–72]. We found that a robust DNN trained

from scratch on adversarial examples obtains significantly

different representations from a standardly trained DNN be-

cause of the distribution mismatch issue [54, 64] (see Ta-

ble 3). Therefore, such robust DNNs have difficulty obtain-

ing suitable representations of clean examples.

In contrast with the above studies, in this paper, we

propose ARREST, which finetunes a standardly pretrained
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed method, ARREST.

DNN with adversarial examples to increase its robustness,

while introducing a constraint on the latent representation.

As a result, ARREST generates a DNN that is robust against

adversarial examples but achieves high standard accuracy.

To formulate the constraint, we divide the DNN f(·) into

g ◦ h(·), where h(·) maps an input example to its corre-

sponding latent representation, and g(·) is a classifier in

f(·). The dividing point between h(·) and g(·) depends on

the DNN architecture, though the penultimate layer is usu-

ally used [34, 58].

4. Proposed Method

In this paper, we propose ARREST to mitigate the

accuracy-robustness tradeoff. Our main idea is to obtain

suitable representations of adversarial examples while pre-

serving suitable representations of clean examples from

standardly trained DNNs. To this end, ARREST comprises

three key components: (i) adversarial finetuning (AFT),

(ii) representation-guided knowledge distillation (RGKD),

and (iii) noisy replay (NR). Figure 2 and Algorithm 1 pro-

vide an overview and the detailed procedure of ARREST,

respectively. In this section, we explain each component in

detail.

4.1. Adversarial Finetuning (AFT)

We first explain AFT. In ARREST, we use a two-step

training process to obtain robust DNNs, where the steps are

standard pretraining of DNNs on clean examples and fine-

tuning of the pretrained DNNs on adversarial examples via

RGKD and NR. We especially refer to the second step as

AFT.

Before AFT, we standardly train on clean examples to

obtain the following DNN:

θ∗s = argmin
θ

E
(x,y)∼D

[LCE(f(x; θ), y)] . (2)

In AFT, we finetune the pretrained DNN via the min-max

problem in Eq. (1). Specifically, as given in Algorithm 1, we

initialize the parameters of a DNN θr with those of θ∗s (line

1) and optimize θr iteratively (line 9).

Through the use of θ∗s for the initial parameters, AFT

helps the DNN obtain suitable representations of clean ex-

amples. However, AFT does not explicitly impose con-

straints on the DNN’s representations. As a result, the dis-

tribution mismatch issue [54, 64] causes the DNN’s repre-

sentations of clean examples to gradually diverge from the

original representations by the standardly pretrained DNN

during AFT. To address this issue, we propose the applica-

tion of RGKD and NR to constrain the DNN’s representa-

tions.

4.2. Representation-Guided Knowledge Distilla-
tion (RGKD)

In RGKD, we penalize the distance between the rep-

resentations of the DNN θr and the standardly pretrained

DNN θ∗s during AFT. RGKD was inspired by the knowl-

edge distillation methodology [19, 48] in model compres-

sion. Knowledge distillation was originally proposed to

guide a small DNN using knowledge (i.e., an output or rep-

resentation) from a large DNN to reduce the computation

cost. Here, we apply this concept to mitigate the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff by guiding the DNN with a representa-

tion from the standardly pretrained DNN.

We define the loss of RGKD as follows:

LRGKD(x, δ, θr) = d (h(x+ δ; θr), h(x; θ
∗
s )) , (3)
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Algorithm 1 AdversaRial finetuning with REpresentation

conSTraint (ARREST).

Input: parameters of standardly trained DNN θ∗s , perturba-

tion budget ε, distance threshold τ , training dataset D,

learning rate η, batch size m
Output: parameters of DNN θr

1: Initialize parameters θr ← θ∗s // AFT
2: while until convergence do
3: Sample mini-batch {(xi, yi)}mi=1 from D

4: for i = 1, · · · ,m do
5: Calculate a = d (h(xi; θr), h(xi; θ

∗
s ))

6: Obtain Δi // NR

where

{
Δi = δi obtained by PGD (a ≤ τ)

Δi ∼ U(−ε, ε) (a > τ)

7: Calculate L(xi,Δi, yi, θr) in Eq. (4) // RGKD
8: end for
9: θr ← θr − η 1

m

∑m
i=1 ∇θrL(xi,Δi, yi, θr)

10: end while

where d(·) is a distance function, such as the angular dis-

tance [60], to measure the similarity between two represen-

tations. From the definition of h(·) in Section 3, the argu-

ments of d(·) are the representation by the DNN θr of an ad-

versarial example x+δ and that by the standardly pretrained

DNN θ∗s of a clean example x. Note that the parameters of

θ∗s are not updated (frozen), as shown in Fig. 2. By mini-

mizing this loss, we can penalize the DNN’s representation

if it diverges from the original representation h(x; θ∗s ).
In ARREST, the loss for optimizing DNNs is the sum-

mation of LCE and LRGKD:

L(x, δ, y, θr) = LCE(f(x+ δ; θr), y)

+ λ LRGKD(x, δ, θr), (4)

where λ is a hyperparameter for determining the effect of

RGKD on optimization. As seen in lines 7 and 9 of Al-

gorithm 1, this loss is calculated across all examples in a

mini-batch and used for optimization of θr.

Several AT methods [12, 58] have also used the knowl-

edge distillation methodology and guided a DNN by using

a logit (output) [12] or a representation transferred to an at-

tention map [58]. We found experimentally that RGKD is

the best of those methods for mitigating the tradeoff (see

Table 4).

4.3. Noisy Replay (NR)

While RGKD modifies the objective function for train-

ing, NR addresses the distribution mismatch issue by mod-

ifying the perturbation of inputs in AFT. Specifically, it

monitors the distance between h(x; θr) and h(x; θ∗s ), i.e.,

d (h(x; θr), h(x; θ
∗
s )). When this distance exceeds a pre-

defined threshold, NR attempts to avoid increasing the dis-

tance further by utilizing the replay technique [4, 13, 47].

This technique was originally developed to address catas-

trophic forgetting during continual learning [35]. It retrains

a DNN with data from a previous task during current task

training. Recent research [44] found that, during a current

task, the replay technique preserves a suitable latent repre-

sentation obtained by the previous task. In our case, the

previous and current tasks correspond to standard pretrain-

ing on clean examples and AFT on adversarial examples,

respectively. Via this analogy, NR switches input examples

by using d (h(x; θr), h(x; θ
∗
s )):

x+Δ, where

{
Δ ∼ U(−ε, ε) if d (h(x; θr), h(x; θ

∗
s )) > τ

Δ = δ otherwise,

(5)

where U(−ε, ε) denotes a uniform distribution bounded by

the absolute value of ε. Empirically, we found that adjusting

the threshold value τ plays a role in balancing the tradeoff.

Specifically, the robustness increases as τ increases, while

the accuracy increases as τ decreases. Therefore, in the ex-

perimental section, we use several τ values for achieving

various tradeoffs (see Figs. 1 and 3).

With Eq. (5), NR inputs random noisy examples to

the DNN when the distance exceeds τ . We could also

naively consider inputting a clean example (Δ = 0) when

d (h(x; θr), h(x; θ
∗
s )) > τ . However, we observed that this

approach does not work well, and we discuss the reason in

Section 6. The NR processes are in lines 5 and 6 of Al-

gorithm 1. Finally, the loss in Eq. (4) is calculated with Δ,

rather than δ; that is, L(x,Δ, y, θr) is used for optimization

in line 7.

5. Experiments

5.1. Quantitative Evaluation Metrics

Before describing our experiments, we introduce a new

metric, accuracy robustness distance (ARDist), to quantita-

tively evaluate mitigation of the accuracy-robustness trade-

off. ARDist was inspired by the BD-Rate metric that is

commonly used in the field of video compression [3,53] and

has a similar purpose. Specifically, the BD-Rate quantita-

tively evaluates the tradeoff between a codec’s bitrate and
distortion by approximating a curve representing the trade-

off. Similarly, ARDist uses existing methods to approx-

imate a curve representing the accuracy-robustness trade-

off. This approximation is easily implemented by poly-

nomial regression with a cubic function on all data points

of the existing methods (listed in Appendix A), including

ARREST1. In this paper, we made this approximation for

1We used the result with φ = 30◦ for approximation.
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Table 1. Quantitative evaluation of ARREST and four existing state-of-the-art methods via the Sum and ARDist metrics for CIFAR-10

and CIFAR-100 datasets. The adversarial robustness was calculated utilizing AutoAttack. Bold type indicates the highest value for each

metric.
CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Standard AutoAttack Sum ARDist Standard AutoAttack Sum ARDist

AT [37] 87.14% 44.04% 131.18 -1.500 59.59% 22.86% 82.45 -3.268

LAS-AT [23] 86.23% 53.58% 139.81 2.236 61.80% 29.03% 90.83 3.189

AWP [63] 85.57% 54.04% 139.61 2.314 60.38% 28.86% 89.24 2.424

S2O [24] 85.67% 54.10% 139.77 2.410 63.40% 27.60% 91.00 2.786

LBGAT [12] 88.22% 52.18% 140.40 2.706 70.25% 26.73% 96.98 6.639

ARREST (ours) 90.24% 50.20% 140.44 3.521 73.05% 24.32% 97.37 7.165

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. The obtained equa-

tions of the approximated curves are

c10(x) = (9.877 · 10−5) x3 − 0.3922x2 + 63.82x− 2600,

c100(x) = (5.615 · 10−4) x3 − 0.1582x2 + 12.44x− 271.8,

where x indicates the standard accuracy, and c10(·) and

c100(·) denote the approximated curves for CIFAR-10 and

CIFAR-100, respectively. The red dashed line in Fig. 1 is a

concrete example of an approximated curve for CIFAR-10,

and it fits the accuracy-robustness tradeoffs of the existing

methods. ARDist evaluates the mitigation by calculating

the distance between the approximated curve and a point

given by the method being evaluated. This calculation can

be done numerically, and we provide Python source code in

Appendix B. ARDist yields positive or negative values de-

pending on whether a method’s point is above or below the

approximated curve.

The simple sum of the accuracy and robustness is some-

times used as another quantitative metric [52]. This is an

important metric for evaluating a method’s absolute perfor-

mance in terms of its accuracy and robustness. In contrast,

ARDist can evaluate the relative performance when com-

paring the tradeoffs of a new method and existing methods.

In this paper, we use both metrics to quantitatively evaluate

the tradeoff mitigation from multiple perspectives.

5.2. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We evaluated ARREST on two popular datasets:

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [27]. CIFAR-10 dataset con-

tains 60,000 color images having a size of 32×32 in

10 classes, with 50,000 training and 10,000 test images.

CIFAR-100 dataset contains 50,000 training and 10,000 test

images in 100 classes.

Optimization Details. We adopted the SGD optimizer with

a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 5 × 10−4. The

batch size was set to 128. In the standard pretraining, we

set the number of training epochs to 100. The learning

rate started at 0.1 and then decayed by ×0.1 with transi-

tion epochs {75, 90}, following Zhang et al. [70]. In AFT,

we set the number of training epochs to 20. The learning

rate started at 0.025, decayed to 0.02 at 11 epochs, and then

decayed by half every two epochs thereafter. We used NR

only in the first 10 of 20 AFT epochs, which minimized the

sacrificed robustness.

Implementation Details. We used WideResNet-34-10 [66]

as the main DNN architecture, following many previous

studies [12, 26, 29, 37, 62, 63, 70, 71]. On CIFAR-10, we

also used ResNet-18 [18] to evaluate ARREST’s flexi-

bility with respect to the architecture. Following previ-

ous works [12, 37, 70], δ was bounded by the L∞-norm.

We used a perturbation budget of ε = 8/255 for both

training and evaluation. In AFT, δ was obtained by the

PGD method with a step size of 2/255 and 10 iterative

steps. The PGD objective function was LCE alone, with-

out the loss of RGKD. For ARREST, we used the out-

put of the penultimate layer (just before global pooling) as

the latent representation for both architectures, as a higher-

dimensional penultimate layer tends to preserve more in-

formation [34]. The distance function was the angular dis-

tance [60]: d(u,v) = 1 − |u·v|
||u||2·||v||2 . Note that RGKD

also performs well with other distance functions, e.g., the

mean squared error, and we provide those results in Ap-

pendix C. We set the hyperparameter λ to 50. We adjusted

τ using the form 1 − cosφ. Since τ determines the bal-

ance of the tradeoff (as mentioned in Subsection 4.3), we

set various values for φ: {30◦, 37.5◦, 45◦} for CIFAR-10

and {30◦, 32.5◦, 35◦} for CIFAR-100.

5.3. Comparison with Existing Methods

To benchmark ARREST’s effectiveness, we conducted

comparison experiments with existing AT methods on

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Figures 1 and 3 show the stan-

dard accuracy and robustness calculated by AutoAttack [11]

for the existing methods and ARREST on CIFAR-10 and

CIFAR-100, respectively. The details of the existing meth-

ods are given in Appendix A. In both figures, ARREST

appears in the upper-right relative to the existing methods.

As this position indicates both high accuracy and high ro-

bustness, these results qualitatively demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of ARREST for mitigating the accuracy-robustness

tradeoff as compared to existing methods. It is worth men-
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Figure 3. Relationship between the standard and AutoAttack ac-

curacies of existing methods (see Appendix A) and ARREST on

CIFAR-100. * indicates a result obtained with WideResNet-28-

10; the other results were obtained with WideResNet-34-10. The

red dashed line is the tradeoff’s approximated curve.

tioning that ARREST integrates easily with other existing

techniques for increasing the robustness, such as AWP [63].

In Fig. 1, the results of ARREST with AWP [63] are de-

noted by the orange points. We can observe that this com-

bination achieves higher robustness with only a slight sac-

rifice to the standard accuracy. As a result, ARREST with

AWP better mitigates the accuracy-robustness tradeoff com-

pared with only using ARREST. In Appendix D, we fur-

ther compared ARREST with the results of varying the

hyperparameter β for TRADES and S2O (integrated with

TRADES). From these comparisons, we can see that the re-

sults of ARREST appear on the right side relative to those

of TRADES and S2O. This indicates that ARREST can

achieve higher standard accuracy while achieving the same

robustness as these methods.

In addition to this qualitative comparison, we conducted

a quantitative comparison using the two metrics explained

in Subsection 5.1, i.e., ARDist and the sum of the stan-

dard accuracy and robustness (Sum). Here, we set φ in

NR to 30◦ for both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Table 1

lists these results, which were obtained by comparing AR-

Table 2. Results obtained with four variations of our method (only

AFT, AFT with RGKD, AFT with NR, ARREST) and two base-

lines (standard training and AT).
ResNet-18 WideResNet-34-10

Standard AutoAttack Standard AutoAttack

ST 94.53% 0% 95.37% 0%

AT [37] 84.71% 44.19% 87.14% 44.04%

AFT 84.08% 45.36% 87.54% 48.74%

AFT + RGKD 85.11% 46.01% 88.52% 50.20%

AFT + NR 85.52% 45.29% 88.94% 48.63%

ARREST 86.63% 46.14% 90.24% 50.20%

REST with AT [37] and four existing state-of-the-art meth-

ods (AWP [63], LAS-AT [23], S2O [24], and LBGAT [12]).

Note that these four existing methods had the best scores in

terms of Sum and ARDist across all methods listed in Ap-

pendix A on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. As shown in

the table, ARREST also achieved a state-of-the-art perfor-

mance in terms of Sum and ARDist on both datasets. These

results indicate that ARREST can obtain more suitable la-

tent representations of both clean and adversarial examples

compared to the existing methods.

5.4. Ablation Study

We analyzed the ablation effect of each component

of ARREST on CIFAR-10 dataset, where ResNet-18 and

WideResNet-34-10 were used as the architectures. Ta-

ble 2 lists the results obtained with four variations of our

method (only AFT, AFT with RGKD, AFT with NR, and

all components, i.e., ARREST) and two baselines (stan-

dard training and AT [37]). For AFT with NR only, we

set φ = 45◦ because the constraining effect changes in the

absence of RGKD, and φ = 30◦ does not yield an opti-

mal performance. This φ value was searched from 15◦ to

75◦ in 15◦ increments. We used AutoAttack [11] for the

evaluation. The results using other attacks are listed in Ap-

pendix E.

As seen in Table 2, we found that AFT alone could only

provide standard accuracy similar to that of AT. This is be-

cause AFT does not explicitly impose constraints on the

representation, and the DNN’s representations of clean ex-

amples gradually diverge from the original representations

of the standardly pretrained DNN during AFT. However,

AFT with RGKD or NR increased the standard accuracy.

These results demonstrate that these constraint techniques

help the DNN to preserve the representation during AFT

and effectively mitigate the accuracy-robustness tradeoff,

as expected. Furthermore, AFT with both RGKD and NR

achieved the highest standard accuracy and robustness. As

described above, the three key components of ARREST,

i.e., AFT, RGKD, and NR, work complementarily to ob-

tain suitable representations of both clean and adversarial

examples. Therefore, the ablation study results indicate that

the components’ complementary roles actually serve to mit-
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Figure 4. Left: Relationship between the number of epochs and

the standard accuracy in AFT with the replay technique. Right:

Relationship between the number of epochs and the adversarial

robustness with the same DNN used on the left. The black and

red lines show results obtained by inputting clean and adversarial

examples, respectively.

igate the accuracy-robustness tradeoff. Finally, ARREST

achieved a standard accuracy of 2.0 to 3.0 points higher

than that of AT while also demonstrating higher adversar-

ial robustness. Overall, these results suggest that ARREST

successfully mitigates the accuracy-robustness tradeoff in

AT.

6. Analysis of ARREST
In this section, we analyze ARREST from four view-

points: noisy examples in NR, the effect of ARREST on

preserving the representation, comparison of other types of

knowledge distillation with RGKD, and the effect of addi-

tional examples on ARREST.

Effect of Inputting Noisy Examples on NR. First, we an-

alyzed the effect of random noisy examples on the NR per-

formance. As mentioned in Subsection 4.3, we could con-

sider inputting a clean example in Eq. (5); however, we

found that this did not improve the adversarial robustness

during AFT at all, as shown on the right in Fig. 4. This is

because partial input of clean examples during AFT makes

optimization challenging with the distribution mismatch be-

tween clean and adversarial examples. As a result, the

DNN only obtains suitable representations of clean exam-

ples. Actually, it maintains a high standard accuracy, as

shown on the left in Fig. 4. To avoid this issue, we use noisy

examples in NR. Figure 5 shows a visualization of the rep-

resentations of clean, noisy, and adversarial examples with

a standardly pretrained DNN. Because the uniform noise

is nonadversarial, the distribution underlying noisy exam-

ples is similar to that underlying clean examples but shifted

slightly toward that of adversarial examples. Hence, the use
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16
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Noisy
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Figure 5. Visualization of representations of clean, noisy, and

adversarial examples on a standardly pretrained DNN by using

UMAP [36]. From CIFAR-10, 100 randomly selected test images

labeled “dog” were used. The solid ellipse shows an enlargement

of the dashed region.

Table 3. Comparison of the effectiveness of each ARREST com-

ponent in preserving representation, with the cosine similarity as

the metric.
Cosine similarity

AT 0.255

AFT 0.753

AFT + RGKD 0.894

AFT + NR 0.764

ARREST 0.901

of noisy examples is expected to alleviate the distribution

mismatch while enabling the DNN to benefit from the re-

play technique. In fact, replay with noisy examples, i.e.,

our proposed NR, can improve the robustness in contrast

with the use of clean examples, as shown by the red line on

the right in Fig. 4.

Effect of ARREST on Preserving Representation. Next,

we analyzed the effectiveness of ARREST on preserving

the representation from a standardly trained DNN. AR-

REST’s three key components were designed to obtain suit-

able representations of clean and adversarial examples by

preserving the representation of clean examples from a stan-

dardly trained DNN. To evaluate ARREST’s proper opera-

tion, we compared the representations of robust and stan-

dardly pretrained DNNs. Table 3 lists the cosine similar-

ity between h(x; θr) and h(x; θ∗s ) for evaluation on clean

test examples from CIFAR-10. As seen in the table, AT

obtained a significantly different representation from that

of the standardly trained DNN. As explained above, this is

due to the distribution mismatch issue [54, 64]. AFT sig-

nificantly increased the cosine similarity as compared with

AT. Moreover, AFT still had a gap between h(x; θr) and

h(x; θ∗s ) because of the remaining distribution mismatch,

but each of RGKD and NR further increased the similar-

ity. Consequently, ARREST achieved the highest cosine
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Figure 6. Visualization of clean example representations for (a) a

robust DNN with AT and (b) ARREST by using UMAP [36]. For

visualization, 2,000 randomly selected test images from CIFAR-

10 were used.

similarity of 0.901. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, we

visualized the representations of clean examples with AT

and ARREST. We can see that ARREST (b) obtained more

discriminative representations of clean examples than AT

did (a). These results indicate that preservation of the rep-

resentation from the standardly trained DNN leads to higher

standard accuracy, as expected.

Comparison with Other Types of Knowledge Distilla-
tion. As described in Subsection 4.2, several AT meth-

ods [12,58] have applied knowledge distillation methodolo-

gies besides RGKD. Here, we compared RGKD with them

by replacing the loss in Eq. (3) during AFT with two dif-

ferent methods. First, “logit” [12] guides the DNN with the

logit (final output) of the pretrained DNN. Second, “atten-

tion map” [58] guides the DNN with a spatial attention map

computed by summing the latent representations along the

channel dimension [67]. Appendix F provides these meth-

ods’ detailed formulation and optimization. Table 4 lists

the comparison results, which show that RGKD achieved

the best performance in terms of both accuracy and robust-

ness. This may be because the comparison methods had a

weak penalty effect by transferring the latent representation

to a logit or attention map, in contrast with RGKD, which

guides the DNN by using the representation as is. For ex-

ample, guiding with a logit does not directly affect the DNN

representation, thus limiting the penalty effect. This com-

parison indicates that RGKD is more suitable than the other

methods for our aim of mitigating the accuracy-robustness

tradeoff.

Effect of Additional Examples on ARREST. Finally,

we investigated the effect of additional examples on AR-

REST, an approach that has often been used in previous

works [16, 42, 43] to mitigate the tradeoff. Specifically, we

used the additional examples from RST [43], which were

originally from [7]. Appendix G explains the training setup

Table 4. Comparison of RGKD with other types of knowledge dis-

tillation.
Standard AutoAttack

Logit [12] 87.45% 49.62%

Attention map [58] 87.70% 49.05%

RGKD 88.52% 50.20%

Table 5. Results for ARREST with additional examples from

RST [43].

Standard AutoAttack

RST [43] 91.62% 54.81%

ARREST w/ RST 93.17% 55.73%

for this experiment. The results are listed in Table 5. AR-

REST with additional examples achieved higher standard

accuracy and adversarial robustness than RST, which adver-

sarially trains the DNN in the usual manner. These results

indicate that ARREST can benefit from additional exam-

ples, and the combination is promising for mitigating the

accuracy-robustness tradeoff.

7. Conclusion

We have proposed AdversaRial finetuning with REpre-

sentation conSTraint (ARREST) to mitigate the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff in adversarial training (AT). ARREST

aims to obtain suitable representations of adversarial exam-

ples while preserving suitable representations of clean ex-

amples from standardly trained DNNs. To this end, AR-

REST comprises three key components: (i) adversarial
finetuning (AFT), (ii) representation-guided knowledge dis-
tillation (RGKD), and (iii) noisy replay (NR). It uses a

two-step training process to obtain robust DNNs, entail-

ing standard pretraining of DNNs on clean examples and

finetuning of the pretrained DNNs on adversarial exam-

ples with RGKD and NR. Further, we have proposed a

new quantitative evaluation metric, accuracy robustness dis-

tance (ARDist), which was inspired by the BD-Rate [3, 53]

metric used in video compression research. Using ARDist,

we demonstrated the quantitative effectiveness of ARREST

in mitigating the tradeoff on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100

datasets.

While ARREST efficiently mitigates the accuracy-

robustness tradeoff in AT, it could not perfectly eliminate

the tradeoff; that is, it could not achieve the same standard

accuracy as a standardly trained DNN. A promising direc-

tion would be to combine ARREST with additional train-

ing examples, as was done to obtain the results in Table 5.

This might enable us to maximize the tradeoff mitigation or

completely eliminate the tradeoff. We plan to explore this

direction in the future.
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